The South Scandinavian barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins
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Recent archaeological and pedological research on South Scandinavian Bronze Age barrows reveals that the remarkable conditions of preservation in a number of mounds are the result of particular construction techniques or special activities during construction. Augerings indicate that the phenomenon is concentrated within specific groups of barrows with central positions in a hypothetical Bronze Age communication system.
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Introduction

Barrows dominate the South Scandinavian Early Bronze Age (1700–1000 BC), both in quantity of data and by research tradition. Even today after several centuries of systematic destruction of the monuments caused by intensive agriculture they are still present everywhere in the South Scandinavian landscape.

The barrows of South Scandinavia had a local basis in the Neolithic, but the marked increase which the Bronze Age saw in the intensity of barrow construction is indisputably also connected to the general accentuation and spread of barrow building within large parts of Europe at that time, represented not least by the Tumulus Culture.

The mere amount of work invested in barrow construction points to the decisive role of these monuments in the formation of South Scandinavian Early Bronze Age society and, together with the amount of available data, this justifies their central position in the research tradition. Furthermore, a small, exclusive group of finds, which attracted special attention even at an early stage of antiquarian activities in Denmark, has spurred the intense interest in the barrows of this society.

In 1823 the Royal Commission of Antiquities in Copenhagen received an account of an unusual discovery made in a Jutish Bronze Age barrow when road authorities destroyed the monument in search for building materials. In the middle of the barrow a large rust-coloured stone setting filled with water was uncovered, and on the bottom of this stone setting stood an extremely well preserved oak-log coffin (Boye 1896: 11) (Figure 1).

During the following decades several similar accounts reached the antiquarian authorities in Copenhagen, and a few professional archaeological investigations of barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins were also conducted, which led to the recovery of organic grave goods including whole costumes and preserved parts of the skin and hair. The remarkable preservation makes the oak-log coffins a unique group of burial finds within a European perspective.

At the end of the 19th century, Vilhelm Boye could present an impressive monograph on the oak-log coffins of Denmark, and where information on the composition of the mounds was available, striking similarities were revealed (Boye 1896). The outer part of the mound, the mantle, was dry and brownish in colour and without particularly well preserved organic remains. At a certain depth the excavators met an upper iron pan, which was often difficult
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FIGURE 1. Two of the well-preserved oak-log coffin burials from Borum Eshøj barrow in Eastern Jutland. (After Boye 1896.)
to break through. Beneath the upper iron pan the mound was wet, sometimes to an extreme degree causing flooding of the excavation. Bluish and grey colours characterized this wet core and the conditions of preservation were remarkably good, with clearly distinguishable plant remains on the sods of which the mound had been built. It was also here in the wet core of the mound that the well-preserved oak-log coffins were uncovered. Below the core a lower iron pan was found, and thus the core of the mound was totally encapsulated by iron pans (Figure 2).

Only relatively few finds of well-preserved oak-log coffins have been uncovered since Boye published his survey in 1896, but among the new discoveries are some of the most famous localities: the Egtved barrow, excavated in 1921 and containing a young woman (Thomsen 1929); and the Skrydstrup mound with another young woman, excavated in 1935 (Lund 1936; Broholm & Hald 1939). Today approximately 30 barrows with iron-pan encapsulated mound cores and well-preserved oak-log coffin burials are known in Denmark and the present-day German province of Schleswig. Of these finds 20 contained datable artefacts, which all belong to the South Scandinavian Early Bronze Age.

Already during the excavations in the 19th century it was becoming obvious that the remarkable conditions of preservation in the oak-log coffin mounds were somehow connected to the formation of the iron pans; however, it was difficult to assess the exact nature of the connection. A number of different theories on the formation of the iron encapsulation were proposed, of which several focused on the possibility of a special mound construction being responsible for the precipitation of the iron. This raised the question whether the Bronze Age people had been aware of the preserving effects of the supposed special way of constructing the mounds (Broholm 1938).

However, in 1943 the German geologist K. Gripp proposed a theory according to which the iron pans should be seen as a purely pedological phenomenon without any connection to the mound construction. The marked differences between the core and the mantle were thought to be a secondary phenomenon which only reflected different conditions of preservation on either side of the upper iron pan and which sometimes might even have obscured archaeologically significant boundaries in the barrows (Gripp 1943).

In this way the iron pans were, from an archaeological point of view, reduced from a potential source of information on the Bronze Age burial customs and rituals to a mere nuisance in the interpretation of the excavation observations. Consequently there was no interest from archaeologists in continuing research on the formation of the iron pans. Still, due to the remarkable conditions of preservation and the resulting increased amount of information obtained through the barrows with iron pans, they remained one of the most important sources for Bronze Age burial customs and they are always referred to in studies of the graves of the period. An improved understanding of these
monuments and their role in relation to the remaining and much more abundant barrows is thus of significant value to the study of the period.

**New analysis**

In recent years barrows with iron pans similar to the ones found in the barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins have been excavated in Jutland, unfortunately without preserved coffins. These discoveries have made it possible to revive the investigations of the formation of the iron pans and their possible connection with the construction of the barrows.

The first step in the investigations consists of a determination of which soil-forming process was responsible for the iron pan formation. Chemical and morphological analyses have been carried out on soil samples from four newly excavated mounds and on old samples from the iron pan at Egtved Storhaj, which contained the young woman excavated in 1921 (Breuning-Madsen & Holst 1995; 1998; Holst et al. 1998; Breuning-Madsen et al. in press).

The analyses indicated that the pans have been formed by a redox-process, which is also supported by microprobe analysis of the chemical composition of the pans (Breuning-Madsen et al. 2000).

Transportation and precipitation of iron and manganese by redox-processes are typical for water-saturated soils. The water prevents air diffusion and anaerobic conditions arise. As a result, the redox-potential is lowered, and at certain values, dependent on the pH of the soil, iron and manganese are reduced and they become mobile. If the iron and manganese reach aerobic areas they will precipitate and if the border between aerobic and anaerobic conditions is distinct the precipitation may occur in a narrow band forming thin, cemented iron pans as known from the barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins.

Greyish, bluish and sometimes even greenish colours will characterize the anaerobic areas, whereas yellowish and brownish colours will characterize the aerobic areas. When compared to the profiles of the barrows it indicates that it was the cores of the mounds that were anaerobic, whereas both the subsoil below the core and the mantle above the core were aerobic, and consequently both the upper and lower iron pans were formed by transportation of iron and manganese from the core.

The formation of iron pans by redox-processes may occur within a very limited time-span of a few weeks or months. This is in agreement with the remarkable conditions of preservation in the core, which indicates that the sealing of the core happened relatively shortly after the construction of the mound.

The results of the pedological determination of the soil-forming processes in the barrows with iron-pan encapsulated core have consequences in the discussion of the possible effects of the mound construction on preservation conditions. Accordingly, the next step in the investigation of the barrows with iron pans will be an attempt to identify the consequences for our understanding of the construction sequence of these monuments based on the new knowledge of the formation of the iron pans and a reinterpretation of the archaeological excavation reports.

First of all the fact that the pans are often precipitated in a very narrow band both above and below the core indicates that there have been very distinct borders between the anaerobic conditions in the core and the aerobic conditions in the mantle and in the subsoil below the mound. This indicates that there was some structural difference or break between the mantle and the core. However, the difference does not seem to be a result of using different building materials. Both the core and the mantle in all the barrows were constructed of dry-land sods, probably from the immediate surroundings of the construction site. Nor does there seem to have been a break in the construction sequence, as the mantle is a precondition for the formation of the upper iron pan. This is also in agreement with the documentation of the sections through the more carefully examined mounds with iron pans where no continuous vegetation layer on top of the core could be observed, even though the vegetation layer of the individual sods used as building material was easily recognizable.

The distinct structural differences between the core and the mantle, the use of the same building material for both stages and the continuous construction sequence indicate that the barrows with iron-pan encapsulated cores represent a special mound construction. The pedological determination also implies that the wetness of the core of the mound to some extent must be seen as a precondition for the for-
formation of the anaerobic conditions and the transport of the iron. Bronze Age barrows are normally situated on well-drained summits in the landscape and often on sandy soils. This makes the question of how the wetness arose central to the understanding of the formation of the iron pans. Consequently it seems probable that the difference between the core and the mantle either reflects that the core of the mound was built during a very rainy period, and that sods in the core were placed so that they somehow hindered the drainage of the water or that water was used for ritual purposes during the construction of the core.

Having set up these hypotheses on the relation between the barrow construction and the formation of the iron pans, the next step in the investigation was a testing of the hypotheses through experiments.

Two mound models approximately 6 m in diameter and 1·2 m in height were constructed at the Historical-Archaeological Experimental Centre in Lejre in 1995 and 1996. In the first mound model, the core was soaked with water during construction and when excavated three years later the core was still relatively wet. Iron coatings were found on sod surfaces in the core especially concentrated along the borders of the core and the conditions of preservation were remarkably good. In the other mound, no water was used during the construction of the core, but the sods were stacked so as to lead water towards the core and hold it there. However, no iron coatings were observed during the excavation three years later and the core was neither wet nor characterized by particularly good conditions of preservation (Breuning-Madsen et al. in press).

The experiments support the theory of the formation of the iron pans developed on the basis of the pedological research. They demonstrated that the special physical conditions observed in the real barrows, with the marked border between core and mantle, can be achieved through a special mound construction using the same building material for both core and mantle and erecting the mound in one continuous process. The experiments also stressed the significance of the water, though of course not necessarily supplied in the exact same way as in the experiment.

In conclusion, the pedological analyses and the experiments make it plausible that the well-developed iron-pan encapsulation of the cores of Bronze Age barrows could reflect specific construction principles. In this way the iron pans have again become a potential source of information on Bronze Age society and its burial customs.

The archaeological record

In the light of this new theory a renewed analysis of previous archaeological excavations can supply several arguments for the connection between iron-pan formation and mound construction. Careful examination of the way the sods were stacked and the characteristics of the sods have occasionally revealed differences between the core and the mantle. This was for instance seen in two of the analysed mounds, stressing the impression that core and mantle should be considered as two discrete constructional entities.

That the difference between core and mantle is connected to the construction and not simply a natural phenomenon is also indicated by the position of the core relative to the position of the mantle. Where the outline of the cores has been documented they are always circular, but they are often located acentrally when compared to the centre of the finished mound (e.g. Borum Eshøj (Engelhardt 1877; Boye 1896: 48ff), Guldhej (Boye 1896: 70ff; Aner & Kersten no. 3820), Hübsy (Aner & Kersten no. 2361)). This means that the wet anaerobic area has a very regular form but with a strongly varying distance from the periphery of the core to the periphery of the finished mound. This would not be the case if the border between aerobic and anaerobic conditions only reflected the natural diffusion of air in the soil.

Even though the old excavation data support the theory of the connection between the formation of the iron-pan encapsulation and either a special mound construction or activities related to the construction, they do not, however, provide any information about the exact nature of the construction principles or activities. However, it should be mentioned that layers of white sand washed down presumably by large amounts of water have been recorded on the surfaces of the cores in a few mounds (Jørgensen 1984).

The size of the cores varies considerably from small heaps of sods, only 4 m in diameter and 1 m in height, to large structures, 25 m in dia-
meter and 3.5 m in height. Compared to other Bronze Age barrows the cores generally have a very large diameter and a relatively low height. In several cases they just barely cover the coffins. There is also some variation in the shape of the cores, but it is worth noticing that several of the cores have a large level surface. This mound form, often termed flat-mounds, is otherwise very rare within the distribution area of the well-preserved oak-log coffins (Müller 1914: 1961). The scenic platform shape together with the folkloric name ‘mounds of dancing’ has led to the suggestion that the flat mounds played a special role in Bronze Age ceremonial activities, but so far it has not been possible to substantiate this hypothesis in the archaeological material (Brandsted 1939: 36). A final characteristic of the oak log coffin mounds is the relatively frequent lack of stone covers around the burials when compared to other mound burials.

The observation that the cores often just barely cover the coffins, the frequent occurrence of a special mound form, the theory that the iron-pan encapsulation of the cores reflect special activities or a special mound construction, and the conclusion of the pedological analysis that the construction of the core is quickly succeeded by the erection of the mantle, can all be seen as indications that the cores were never intended as finished mounds but only as intermediate stages, with a special function in a sequence of burial activities connected to the barrow construction.

**Dating**

A very interesting aspect of the archaeological evidence is the age of the barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins. Within recent years, 23 oak-log coffins from 18 different barrows have been dendrochronologically dated (Christensen 1998; Randsborg 1996). At 15 locations the primary burial seems to be among the dendrochronologically determined graves, so that an absolute date of the construction of the mounds is available (FIGURE 3).

Eleven mounds were constructed within a 50-year period at the beginning of the 14th century BC, and the remaining four mounds still
lie within a narrow time-span of approximately 150 years in the 14th and the beginning of the 13th centuries BC. Compared to the 14C datings of the Montellian periodization of the Nordic Bronze Age this corresponds to the end of period II and the very beginning of period III (Vandkilde et al. 1996). The typological dating of the artefacts in the burials also supports this dating of the oak-log coffins. Of the 20 finds determined, 16 have been placed in period II while only four belong to period III.

The dating of all excavated South Scandinavian barrows to some degree follows the same chronological pattern as the oak-log coffins with relatively few dates from period I of the Nordic Bronze Age, comprehensive material from period II and somewhat fewer dates from period III. Still the concentration within period II is clearly more marked for the oak-log coffins than for the barrows in general (Aner & Kersten 1973).

A number of barrows with less well-developed iron pans around the core of the mound have been observed. The dating of these finds falls within a relatively broad chronological frame from period I to period V but still with a concentration in period II (Aner & Kersten 1973; Thrane 1984). This distribution pattern may be seen as a further indication that the formation of the iron pans is culturally determined.

Another significant aspect of the spatial distribution of the barrows with iron pans is the tendency towards a concentration within a few specific groups of barrows.

Within South Scandinavia more than 100,000 barrows have been registered since the first systematic antiquarian recordings of these monuments at the end of the 19th century (The National Archaeological Record of Denmark; Aner & Kersten 1973; Hyenstrand 1984). The barrows often occur in well-defined groups and rows, and as the location of the rows often corresponds closely to historical roads, and are oriented towards natural fords or follow navigable streams, they are thought to represent prehistoric communication lines. The concentrations or groups of mounds are traditionally considered to reflect settlement concentrations (Müller 1904).

Within some of these groups, several barrows with well-preserved oak-log coffins have been excavated. The most famous example is probably the group of 25 barrows at Vester Vamdrup in Southern Jutland, where 10 coffins were recovered from four barrows (FIGURE 5). Information about the remaining 20 mounds is very sparse and it is possible that some of the other mounds also had an iron-pan encapsulated core (Boye 1896).

Another example, with five mounds with iron pans, is known from the South Jutland Hjordkjaer group, which numbers approximately 50 mounds (FIGURE 5). Antiquarian information is available from 28 barrows within the group, but in most cases, the information was either very limited or the mounds proved to be Neolithic.

In 1998 and 1999, 100 ploughed-over barrows within Denmark were examined by augering by the authors in an attempt to localize new mounds with iron-pan encapsulated cores. Twenty-one of the examined monuments were situated in groups where previous excavations of other barrows had revealed iron-pan encapsulated cores. In six augerings, iron pans were found, though in varying degrees of development. Among the 79 barrows in groups without previously excavated iron pans, the augerings only localized two mounds with pans. This strengthened the impression that the iron pans tend to cluster within specific groups of barrows. Among the groups detected by augering, two should be highlighted.

One is a group of 26 recorded barrows at Tobel-Plougstrup in Southwestern Jutland (FIGURE 5). In 1999 augerings in four barrows demonstrated totally iron-pan encapsulated cores in two mounds, of which one according to antiquarian records had contained a well-preserved oak-log coffin, but the presence of the iron pans had not been documented. In addition, two other barrows within the group had yielded well-preserved oak-log coffins in iron-pan encapsulated cores (Thrane 1963a; 1963b).

The other group worth taking into account is a group of approximately 25 mounds at Lejrskov in Southern Jutland (FIGURE 5). One
of these was excavated in 1995. It contained an iron-pan encapsulated core where the vegetation layers of the sods were still fully preserved, but unfortunately there was no coffin within the core (Holst et al. 1998; Prangsgaard et al. 1999). Augerings in 14 barrows within this group demonstrated iron pans in another three mounds.

Discussion
The pedological analysis, the experiments and the archaeological record all support the theory that the strongly developed iron-pan encapsulation of the core of a limited number of South Scandinavian barrows is the result of a common element in the principles of mound construction. It is at the moment not possible to determine the exact nature of this common element. However, our knowledge of the preconditions of iron-pan formation and the results of the experiments indicate that the supply of water to the core during construction is essential. It is thus possible that the anaerobic conditions are a product of a deliberate wetting of the core. This also means that the iron pans might not only reflect a special element in mound construction but also the extent to which this element was applied. This would explain the differing degrees to which the iron pans had developed as well as the discrepancy between the short time-span within which the well-developed iron pans have been dated and
FIGURE 5. Location of the four groups of barrows discussed in the text on a backdrop of the distribution of the total number of recorded barrows in the region. Dotted lines indicate some of the major barrow routes. Solid lines indicate the major waterways, and the general position of the main Medieval transportation route through Jutland (Jørgensen 1988).

The somewhat broader frame of dating for the less well-developed pans.

The question of whether the Bronze Age people knew that the special mound construction caused the formation of the iron pans is difficult to answer. The varying degrees to which the iron pans and consequently the conditions of preservation have developed, and the fact that the iron pans after all are a relatively rare phenomenon, indicate that the wish to preserve the dead through encapsulating the mound core was either not a common part of the Bronze Age burial custom or the architects were not very successful in achieving it. At present it must be concluded that the iron pans are a natural phenomenon whose formation was advanced incidentally by a special construction technique.

With our present knowledge on the formation of the iron pans, it seems reasonable to assume that the special mound construction was ritually determined. The special construction seems to consist of a relatively standardized bipartite construction sequence with an initial covering of the coffin probably accompanied by special activities, and there does not seem to have been any practical constructional purpose.

Interpreting the construction of the mound as ritualized has important consequences for the understanding of the groups with several barrows containing iron-pan encapsulated cores. It highlights and qualifies the character of the close connection between the mounds within the groups, but it also implies that in the different groups there were identical rituals, which differed from mound construction activities and practices in the groups without iron pans. This indicates that the groups of barrows with iron pans may have had some special function in the Bronze Age society. With this background knowledge it is interesting to examine the geographical location of the mound groups (FIGURE 5).

If we accept that the distinct rows of barrows along the main watershed lines indicate communication lines (Müller 1904) and that
the navigable waterways had a similar function, we see that all four identified groups with several mounds with iron pans are located at central positions in a hypothetical Bronze Age communication system. Lejrskov, Vester Vamdrup and Hjordkjaer are all situated along or near the Jutish main watershed line, which throughout historic time has been the main inland transportation route in Jutland and which is marked by close concentrations of barrows along almost its entire course (Matthiesen 1934; Jørgensen 1998). The Lejrskov-group is furthermore situated at the crossing of an east–west route also marked by distinct lines of barrows. The Vester Vamdrup group is located near one of the few crossings of the Kongeø river and the Hjordkjaer group is situated within an important Neolithic settlement area. Finally there is the group at Tobol-Plougstrup. This group marks the crossing of three supposed major communication lines: the east–west route, which the Lejrskov group was also part of, a north–south route along the west coast of Jutland and the Kongeø river, which must have been navigable far inland in the Bronze Age, and along which the Vamdrup group was also situated.

The distribution pattern might indicate that the four groups had some kind of central function in Bronze Age society, and the fact that they are all located along the same supposed communication lines makes it likely that the groups could also reflect systems of interaction. In this way, we start to see important and so far unrecorded aspects of social organization and ritual practices, and the connection between the two in the South Scandinavian Early Bronze Age. We can within a region start to reconstruct a social network where the barrows and their associated rituals were an important constituent and perhaps even the very basis of the network. Such a network could prove an extraordinary strong contextual frame for the general interpretation of the period. The iron-pan barrows offer unique opportunities of studying these rituals and identifying related entities within the network, and once again this small group of barrow in this way achieves a central position in the study of the South Scandinavian Early Bronze Age.
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